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Abstract

Performance of the Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) in the regime of Moderate and Intense Low-oxygen Dilution

(MILD) combustion is investigated. The special MILD features, where chemical and turbulence time scales are

comparable (Damköhler number close to unity), have led several researchers to suggest modifications of EDC, mainly

by changing model constants. EDC with standard and modified constants are compared, and the importance of each

effect is outlined. Different fine-structure reactor models and their inflow/initial conditions are discussed and found

to play a significant role. The reacting fraction of fine structures, which in virtually all other numerical studies is

set to unity, is also discussed and found to be important. We observe better agreement with experiment when the

reacting fraction is reduced below unity, which is also described by the original EDC. The results obtained with the

variable reacting fraction are found to improve both the temperature distributions and the lift-off height predictions.

The calculations are carried out with the use of open source software OpenFOAM. The main test case was the Delft

Jet-in-Hot-Coflow burner emulating MILD regime at three different flow conditions (jet Reynolds numbers of 2500,

4100 and 8800).
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1. Introduction1

Moderate and Intense Low-oxygen Dilution (MILD) combustion is a modern and promising technique for increasing2

thermal efficiency and decreasing pollutant emissions in combustion systems. The technique is also called Flameless3

Oxidation (FLOX) [1], Highly Preheated Air Combustion (HPCA) [2], or High Temperature Air Combustion (HiTAC).4

Four decades ago it was known as Excess Enthalpy Combustion (EEC) [3]. The requirements for MILD combustion5

are that the inlet temperature of reactants is higher than the auto-ignition temperature of the mixture and that the6

temperature increase due to combustion is limited [4]. This method of combustion is also characterized by hardly7

visible flame, inherent flame stabilization, slow reaction rate, nearly-uniform temperature fields and smooth radiation8

flux, which is required in some industrial processes. Fundamental aspects of MILD combustion of different types of9

fuels were presented by Weber et al. [5], with a focus on industrial applications. Some issues of its mathematical10

modeling were raised by Mancini et al. [6].11

The most common configuration that leads to MILD combustion is strong recirculation of exhaust gases into the12

fresh air, to heat it and to reduce the oxygen concentration. In laboratory scale flames, this can be achieved with13

Jet-in-Hot-Coflow burners [7, 8]. Furthermore, cases where both reactants are preheated are getting more common as14

well [9]. Most of the numerical and experimental studies concern fuels containing mainly methane, however, it is worth15
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pointing out that MILD combustion obtained with so-called Hot Diluted Fuel [10] configuration is very attractive for16

the combustion of low-calorific-value gases derived from gasification processes [9].17

The Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) for turbulent combustion by B.F. Magnussen and co-workers [11, 12, 13, 14,18

15] is a chemistry-turbulence interaction model, which represents a turbulent mixing approach. This kind of model19

seems to be a natural choice for MILD combustion modeling since mixing processes, together with finite rate chemistry,20

are more important in MILD than in conventional diffusion flames. The Damköhler number is usually low and often21

approaches unity in the MILD conditions, as the chemistry and mixing time scales are comparable. Other popular22

methods have also been used in this field, with greater or lesser success. The standard flamelet approach conceptually23

fails in the MILD regime as the smallest turbulence scales strongly affect the reaction zones. Therefore, no laminar24

flame structures may by identified [16]. The use of the standard flamelet approach, involving scalar gradient related25

quantities, was questioned by Minamoto et al. [17]. It was also investigated and confirmed by, for instance, Christo and26

Dally [18], Parente et al. [19, 20] and Rebola et al. [21] that this approach did not perform well in the MILD combustion27

regime. However, Ihme et al. [22] obtained good results when doing simulations of jet-in-hot-coflow flames with the28

use of a three-stream flamelet/progress variable (FPV) formulation in Large Eddy Simulations (LES). To account for29

ternary mixing, Locci et al. [23] proposed a new LES model based on diluted homogeneous reactors, and recently,30

Colin and Michel [24] presented a two-dimensional tabulated flamelet combustion model for furnace applications in the31

Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations. They applied the models to the flameless burner of Verissimo32

et al. [25], on which they reported under-prediction of the temperature at some locations. The Flamelet Generated33

Manifold (FGM) method is also under the development to capture MILD combustion features [26]. Worth mentioning34

is the transported-PDF method, which however was reported to be sensitive to the level of velocity fluctuations and has35

a higher computational cost [20, 27, 28], at least in the RANS turbulence approach. The Conditional Moment Closure36

(CMC) method was investigated e.g. by Kim et al. [29] as an alternative choice for MILD combustion modeling and by37

Tyliszczak [30] in the simulations of autoignitive hydrogen jet flames issuing into a hot ambient co-flow. Recently, akin38

method was adopted by Labahn et al. [31, 32], who developed Conditional Source-term Estimation (CSE) accounting39

for two mixture fraction both for RANS [31] and LES [32] tested on the Delft-Jet-in-Hot-Coflow (DJHC) flames [7].40

In the engineering application, EDC is a very common choice for the turbulence-chemistry interaction closure.41

It has been successfully used in the wide range of applications utilizing MILD conditions; prototype gas turbines42

employing flameless oxidation [33], pulverized coal combustion in MILD conditions [34, 35, 36], MILD combustion in43

forward flow furnace of refinery-off gas [37], laboratory scale [38] or semi-industrial flameless furnaces [39] and other44

kind of MILD combustion devices [40, 41, 42].45

However, a commonly reported problem [20, 27, 28, 43, 42, 44, 45] with EDC is that it tends to over-predict the46

maximum temperature values in the MILD regime. A solution proposed for the problem is to use a strongly modified47

set of constants for fine structures and residence time. Modification of the EDC model constants was first introduced by48

Rehm et al. [44], in case of modeling gasification processes. The first modification in MILD regime was proposed by De49

et al. [27] in the case of Delft Jet-in-Hot-Coflow (DJHC) flame. Later this approach was adopted by other researchers in50

the case of Adelaide Jet-in-Hot-Coflow (AJHC) [28, 43, 45, 46]. In the work of Graca et al. [42], a numerical simulation51

of a reversed flow small-scale combustor operating in the MILD regime was performed with modified EDC constants52

as well. Indeed, simulations with adjusted constants have shown better agreement with the experiment, but questions53

arise to the generality of this approach. Recently, to overcome that problem, Parente et al. [20] proposed functional54

expressions for EDC constants dependent on dimensionless flow parameters (Reynolds and Damköhler numbers). They55

took into account specific features of the MILD combustion mode and applied proposed changes globally and locally.56

Another recent modification suggested by Aminian et al. [47] was based on a Partially Stirred Reactor (PaSR) to57

account for finite-rate chemistry in the fine structures. This was related to the local extinction approach previously58
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studied by Lilleberg et al. [48]. The presence of weak turbulence causes additional difficulties and raises questions on59

models originally developed for high Reynolds number flows. To account for this problem, De et al. [27] introduced a60

low Reynolds number limit of validity of EDC, which was later adopted by Shiehnejadhesar et al. [49], who proposed61

a hybrid EDC/laminar finite rate kinetics model. Recently, Mardani [50] focused on the adjustment of only one of62

the primary EDC constants from the cascade model [15]. The Jet-in-Hot-Coflow case is closely related to the vitiated63

coflow or Cabra burner of UC Berkeley. Among the successful RANS simulations of that case is the work of Myhrvold64

et al. [51] using EDC.65

In the present work we analyze and discuss the modifications of EDC constants proposed in recent literature. In66

spite of a notable number of MILD combustion studies using EDC, and the efforts of modifying it, few or none of67

those investigators have used EDC in the form originally presented. Rather, a simplification has been used, setting the68

fraction of reacting fine structures to unity. Therefore, it will be of interest to see the effect of these formulations in69

MILD combustion. We also study the impact of different formulations of EDC, description of the fine structure reactor70

and its inflow conditions. The factors that contribute to the increase of the reaction rate in case of low turbulence are71

identified. Based on the energy cascade model and turbulence closures, we present an alternative approach to avoid72

the over-estimation problem. Finally, we consider reactivity of the fine structures as the factor that decreases the73

reaction rates in conditions of non-stoichiometric, incomplete chemical reactions in low-Reynolds-number flows.74

The performance of the chosen approaches was assessed on the three flow conditions of DJHC-I flame characterized75

by a jet Reynolds number of 2500, 4100 and 8800. The calculations have been carried out with the use of open source76

software OpenFOAM [52] with the EDC model implementation verified and validated previously by Lilleberg et al. [48]77

and Lysenko et al. [53, 54] in the edcPisoFoam solver. Additionally, we have verified it with the EDC implementation78

by comparing the results from Ansys Fluent [55] and the edcSimpleSMOKE solver by Cuoci et al. [56]. This analysis79

provides insight into the use of EDC, which will be useful in the simulations of industrial applications of MILD80

combustion.81

2. Theory and modeling82

2.1. Turbulent flow83

In order to deal with the problem of turbulent reactive flow, one has to solve the system of closed equations of84

motion, species transport and energy conservation. In the present work the Navier-Stokes equations are subject to85

Reynolds decomposition with Favre averaging. The closure for the turbulence fluxes can be obtained by statistical86

modeling based on turbulence viscosity. The turbulence kinetic energy k and its dissipation rate ε are obtained with87

a two equation k–ε turbulence model [57]. The Reynolds stress tensor is calculated according to the Boussinesq88

hypothesis. The turbulence fluxes of scalars are modeled with the gradient assumption using turbulence Schmidt89

and Prandtl numbers to estimate respective diffusivities. The key difficulty in mathematical modeling of turbulent90

combustion is the averaged source term R̄k in the equation of transport for species mass fraction Yk, which is treated91

with a turbulence-chemistry interaction model.92

2.2. Eddy Dissipation Concept93

The Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) of Magnussen represents a turbulent mixing approach of combustion mod-94

eling. The idea is that the reactions occur where the reactants are mixed at molecular level and the turbulence energy95

dissipation takes place; in so called fine structures whose size is of the order of magnitude of the Kolmogorov scales96

[11, 12, 15]. EDC is based on a cascade model of energy dissipation [15] from larger to smaller scales, so that relations97

between the scales can be described with a RANS closure, e.g. a k–ε model. A control volume is conceptually divided98
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into fine structures and the surroundings. The role of the cascade model is to represent the information of the fine99

structures. These are characteristic scales that we cannot calculate, but model with the use of quantities from the100

mean flow, which are calculated from the turbulence model. It is postulated that the ratio of the mass of regions101

containing fine structures and the total mass can be expressed as [11, 15]102

γλ =
(3CD2

4C2
D1

)1/4(νε
k2

)1/4
= Cγ

(νε
k2

)1/4
= Cγ(Reτ )−1/4, (1)

where Reτ = k2/(νε) is the turbulence Reynolds number. The constants CD1 and CD2 occur in the Eddy Dissipation103

turbulence energy cascade model, which relates the fine structures to the quantities resolved by the turbulence model.104

Their numerical values were set to CD1 = 0.135 and CD2 = 0.5 [15]. The mass transfer rate between fine structures105

and surroundings, divided by the fine-structure mass, is modeled [11, 15] as106

ṁ∗ = 2
u∗

L∗
=

(
3

CD2

)1/2(
ε

ν

)1/2

. (2)

The reciprocal quantity is the mean residence time in fine structures:107

τ∗ =
1

ṁ∗
= Cτ

(
ν

ε

)1/2

. (3)

The secondary constants Cγ and Cτ , which are expressed from CD1 and CD2 as seen in Eqs. (1) and (3), are introduced108

by some authors for convenience. The standard values lead to Cγ = 2.13 and Cτ = 0.408.109

The relation between the averaged quantities, Ψ̃, the fine structures quantities, Ψ∗, and the surroundings quantities,110

Ψo, is expressed as a mass-weighted average:111

Ψ̃ = γ∗χΨ∗ + (1− γ∗χ)Ψo, (4)

where χ is the reacting fraction of the fine structures. According to Magnussen [14], γ∗ = γ2λ is the mass of fine112

structures divided by the total mass. In the formulation of Magnussen [12] and Gran and Magnussen [13], γ∗ is113

expressed as γ3λ, which resulted from a different interpretation of the shape of turbulence structures. The former114

corresponds to the Tennekes model [58] of tube-like structures, and the latter to Corrsin’s sheet-like structures [15].115

Assuming that all the reactions take place only in the fine structures [13], the reaction rate for species k can be116

calculated from the balance of mass in a homogeneous reactor, which represents the fine structures:117

R∗k = ρ∗ṁ∗(Y ∗k − Y ok ). (5)

The mean reaction rate is the reacted mass of species k per unit of time per unit volume of the entire fluid in the cell.118

Including the assumption that only a fraction χ (≤ 1) of the fine structures actually reacts, the mean reaction rate is119

expressed as120

R̄k =
ρ̄γ2λṁ

∗χ

1− γ∗χ
(Yk
∗ − Ỹk). (6)

For the purpose of further discussions it is convenient to define the EDC factor121

fEDC =
ρ̄γ2λṁ

∗χ

(1− γ∗χ)
, (7)

where the formulation of γ∗ differs between [12, 13] and [14] as described above. Introducing the detailed chemical122
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kinetic approach, the fine structures are treated as a homogeneous reactor, usually isobaric and adiabatic. Then, the123

mass fractions Y ∗k can be found as a solution of ordinary differential equations describing a perfectly stirred reactor124

(PSR) or a plug flow reactor (PFR).125

In the original EDC formulation, Magnussen [12] and Gran and Magnussen [13] provided functional expressions126

for χ. They found that for the cases investigated [13], setting χ = 1 gave nearly the same results. Following this, in127

most instances χ = 1 has been set for simplicity when a detailed chemical mechanism is used. This simplification may128

not be justified in the non-stoichiometric conditions with low turbulence Reynolds number and incomplete reactions.129

The reacting fraction of the fine structures, χ, was based on the global one-step irreversible reaction:130

1 kg fuel (F) + r kg oxidant (O)→ (1 + r) kg product (P). (8)

The reacting fraction was expressed as χ = χ1 · χ2 · χ3, where131

χ1 =
(Ŷmin + ŶP)2

(ŶF + ŶP)(ŶO + ŶP)
(9)

represents the probability of coexistence of the reactants,132

χ2 = min
[ ŶP

γλ(ŶP + Ŷmin)
, 1
]

(10)

expresses the degree of heating, and133

χ3 = min
[γλ(ŶP + Ŷmin)

Ŷmin

, 1
]

(11)

is limiting the reaction due to lack of reactants. The quantities ŶF, ŶO, ŶP and Ŷmin are scaled mass fraction according134

to the stoichiometry of the reaction in Eq. (8):135

ŶF =
ỸF
1
, ŶO =

ỸO
r
, ŶP =

ỸP
1 + r

and Ŷmin = min{ỸF, ỸO}. (12)

The DJHC burner was fuelled with Dutch natural gas. The main component was methane, which played the main136

role in the global stoichiometry. Therefore, in this work ỸF and ỸO are the mass fractions of methane and oxygen,137

respectively; accordingly, r = 4.0. ỸP is the sum of the mass fractions of water vapor and carbon dioxide, here including138

diluents from the coflow.139

2.3. Fine structure reactor140

2.3.1. Perfectly stirred reactor141

Gran and Magnussen [13] took into account the effects of finite-rate chemistry by describing the fine structures as142

transient perfectly stirred reactors. The set of ordinary differential equations are in the following form [13]:143

dY ∗k
dt

=
R∗k
ρ∗

+
1

τ∗
(Y ok − Y ∗k ). (13)

Fluid entering the reactor has the properties of the surroundings, whereas the outflow has the fine-structures properties,144

and the mixing rate is equal to 1/τ∗. Equation (13) is integrated in time to achieve a steady state solution [13, 53].145

This kind of stiff, highly non-linear set of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) needs to be solved with a robust146

algorithm. However, as reported by Shiehnejadhesar et al. [49], the PSR approach may lead to convergence problem147
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during the iterative solution. Therefore, in order to simplify the numerical solution process, the PFR is often used148

instead of PSR.149

2.3.2. Plug flow reactor150

The plug flow reactor is a one-dimensional, steady state reactor with inflow and outflow, and a field of properties151

along the flow direction. In this approach reactions proceed over the time scale τ∗, governed by Arrhenius reaction152

rates [27, 49, 55]. With constant flow velocity, area and pressure, the governing balances can be transformed into153

transient equations, for instance the species mass balance:154

dYk
dt

=
R∗k
ρ∗

(14)

In the case of the Ansys Fluent implementation of EDC, initial conditions are taken as the current mean values of155

species mass fractions and temperature in the cell [55], which means that Eq. (14) is integrated from Yk(t = 0) = Ỹk156

to Yk(t = τ∗) = Y ∗k .157

2.4. Discussion of the fine structure reactor158

Although the two approaches are quite similar, the use of mean values instead of surroundings as the initial (inflow)159

conditions has considerable implications for the low turbulence flows. When the PSR is assumed to approach steady160

state, the balance Eq. (13) can be written as:161

(Y ∗k − Y ok ) =
R∗k
ρ∗
τ∗. (15)

Similarly, from the PFR, Eq. (14), we can obtain162

(Y ∗k − Ỹk) =

∫ τ∗

0

R∗k
ρ∗
dt ≈ R∗k

ρ∗
τ∗. (16)

It can be shown that if the inflow/initial conditions are the same, then the solution of the PSR and PFR gives163

comparable results. This has also been reported by other researchers [49, 59] and was confirmed with the simulations164

in Ansys Fluent and edcSimpleSMOKE. However, conditions are different in this case. When the mean value is used,165

the fine structure mass fraction is simply Y ∗k = R∗kτ
∗/ρ∗ + Ỹk, and when the surroundings value is used, taking into166

account Eq. (4), it becomes Y ∗k = (1− γ∗χ)R∗kτ
∗/ρ∗ + Ỹk. This means that in the former case, the mass fraction Y ∗k167

of the species k produced in the fine structures is always smaller than if the surroundings value is used. Therefore, the168

ratio of the two mean reaction rates obtained with the two approaches can be expressed as:169

R̄k,mean
R̄k,surr

=
R∗kτ

∗/ρ∗

(1− γ∗χ)R∗kτ
∗/ρ∗

=
1

1− γ∗χ
. (17)

For high Reynolds numbers, the ratio is close to unity. However, at low Reynolds number, γ∗ can have notable170

values resulting in the ratio higher than unity. That means over-predicted values of reaction rate in PFR/PSR approach171

with the mean value used as initial/inflow condition. It can be also shown that the difference between the formulation172

of Magnussen [14] and Gran and Magnussen [13] exist only in the case when the mean value is used as the PFR inlet.173

It results from the uncompensated ratio of the EDC factors of the two versions, which can be written as174

Redc =
1− γ3λχ
1− γ2λχ

. (18)
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It takes values between 1 and 1.5 in the range of γλ ∈ (0, 1), which means that the EDC factor, Eq. (7) in the175

formulation of Magnussen [14] is always slightly higher.176

At this point it should also be noted that the EDC validity limit of turbulence Reynolds number of 64 presented177

by De et al. [27], and later considered by Shiehnejadhesar et al. [49] and mentioned by Mardani [50], is restricted to178

the special implementation of EDC adopted in Ansys Fluent. It is not a limit of validity for EDC in general. Very179

recently, this issue was also partially raised by Li et al. [60]. The limit was introduced [27] by the comparison of two180

time scales: τ∗ and the characteristic time scale of the linear relaxation process of the order of the time scale of the181

energy containing scales of turbulence, τmix,182

1

τmix
=

1

τ∗
γ2λχ

(1− γ3λχ)
. (19)

This expression is the EDC factor fEDC, Eq. (7), divided by ρ̄. Therefore, the mean and the fine structure reaction183

rate, Eqs. (6) and (14), could be written as184

R̄k =
ρ̄

τmix
(Y ∗k − Ỹk) and R∗k =

ρ∗

τ∗
(Y ∗k − Ỹk). (20)

De et al. [27] inferred that the mixing time scale τmix should be greater than the fine-structure time scale τ∗. Hence,185

a ratio of the two scales needed to be less than unity,186

R =
τ∗

τmix
=

γ2λχ

(1− γ3λχ)
< 1. (21)

From this relation it followed that γλ < 0.75 and, therefore, Reτ > 64 (accordingly γλ < 0.707, Reτ > 84 in formulation187

of Magnussen [14]) for the cases when χ = 1. However, in the original formulation of the EDC, a PSR approach was188

used with the surroundings value of the mass fraction as the inflow condition described in Eqs. (5) or (15). In such a189

case, with the use of the relation of Eq. (4), the two reaction rates can be expressed as190

R̄k =
ρ̄γ2λχ

τ∗
(Y ∗k − Y ok ) and R∗k =

ρ∗

τ∗
(Y ∗k − Y ok ), (22)

where τmix = τ∗/γ2λχ, thus equivalent time scale ratio leads to the trivial requirement:191

R =
τ∗

τmix
= γ2λχ < 1. (23)

If χ = 1, γλ < 1, which corresponds to the turbulence Reynolds number higher than 21. At lower values of Reτ , γλ192

will need a modification, as attempted and investigated by Myhrvold [61] for the case of a near-wall layer. However,193

approaching the limit of low Reynolds number, it should be noted that the cascade model of EDC was developed194

under the assumption of a “high” Reynolds number. At very low Reynolds numbers, the cascade will be reduced, what195

might lead to different secondary constants values Cγ and Cτ . However, both constants will slightly increase, which is196

in conflict with a suggestion of decrease in Cγ value for MILD regime [27, 28, 43].197

2.5. Modified model constants from the literature198

In the first modification of the EDC constants in gasification modeling, Rehm et al. [44] tried larger values of both199

Cγ and Cτ (trials up to 13.0 and 8.0, respectively). In the case of DJHC flame, De et al. [27] suggested to increase Cτ200

to 3.0 or decrease Cγ to 1.0. Later, different combinations of the modified constants were also tested on the AJHC201

flame [28, 43, 45, 46]. As a theoretical reason to support the changes of the constants, it was argued that in the202
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MILD regime, reaction rates are slower, thus increase in Cτ , and it is characterized by relatively broad reaction zones,203

thus changes in Cγ . Graca et al. [42], based on their experience on a reversed flow small-scale combustor operating204

in MILD regime, claimed a minor influence of change in the Cτ value. Unlike the previous works, they increased205

Cγ to the value of 5.0. Nevertheless, the change in the two parameters, which are interpreted as a time scale and206

fine structure constants due to the specific features of MILD combustion, seems reasonable. However, the survey of207

proposed new modified values reflects some disagreement and the uncertainty of the exact choice, which causes lack of208

generality of such approaches. To overcome that problem, Parente et al. [20] recently proposed a more sophisticated209

procedure for the estimation of the EDC constants where they depend on two dimensionless parameters: turbulence210

Reynolds number and Damköhler number. Their main assumption was to interpret u∗ as the characteristic speed211

of the turbulent reacting fine structures and to approximate it by the turbulent flame speed SL. In this extension212

the quantities Cγ and Cτ were not constants anymore but functional expressions providing values in a certain range.213

However, these considerations concerned only its impact on the reaction rate itself, whereas modified constants have214

implications in the experiments they were originally derived from. Therefore, constants modifications should be also215

discussed in the relation with the dissipation model and turbulence in the equilibrium zone of a boundary layer. As216

presented in Eqs. (1) and (3), the single-symbol constants Cγ and Cτ were introduced for convenience. The primary217

constants CD1 and CD2 may be retrieved as218

CD1 =
3

2

Cτ
C2
γ

and CD2 = 3C2
τ . (24)

It should be noted that Cγ affects only CD1, whereas a change in Cτ has an effect on both CD1 and CD2. Recently,219

Mardani [50] focused on the modification of only CD2 constant in order to adjust the model to MILD conditions.220

The constants CD1 and CD2 of the cascade model were adapted to experimental data of turbulent flows [15, 62].221

The CD1 was calibrated on the same equilibrium boundary layer data that were used to settle the values of Cµ in222

the k–ε model [57] and β∗ in the k–ω model [63, 64]. The value of CD1 corresponds to three-half of Cµ or β∗, which223

both were set to the square root of a value 0.3 for the ratio of turbulence shear stress to turbulence energy. The value224

0.3 can be discussed, however, said models have had an undeniable success. Minor departures from these data, such225

as a slightly lower Cµ used in the RNG k–ε model [65] is not likely to cause significant problems. However, large226

modifications to CD1 will introduce an inconsistency between cascade model and turbulence model. Suggestions in227

literature include values like CD1 ≈ 0.6 (resulting from Cγ = 1.0 [27, 28, 43]), CD1 ≈ 1 (from Cτ = 3.0 [27, 28]),228

CD1 ≈ 2.4 (Cγ = 0.5 [28]), and CD1 ≈ 0.06 − 0.004 (Cγ = 3.2 − 13 [44]). The second constant, CD2, was related229

to decaying turbulence and the ratio of kinetic energy transfer to smaller scales to the viscous dissipation [15, 66].230

Mardani [50] pointed out that CD1 should not be changed to preserve consistency with a turbulence model. Taking231

above discussion into account this suggestion can be extended to CD2 so that both values should be kept constant. The232

proposed [50] value of CD2 = 0.0239 led to a simultaneous decrease of Cτ and Cγ , that contradicted to the previous233

studies [27, 28]. A change in Cτ to the value of an order of magnitude lower than the standard value will increase the234

reaction rate in case of DJHC flame.235

3. The test case and boundary conditions236

In the present study the test case that emulates MILD regime was the Delft Jet-in-Hot-Coflow (DJHC) burner237

[7] for which, in contrast to the Adelaide Jet-in-Hot-Coflow (AJHC) [8], are available velocity measurements but not238

species mass fraction data. The configuration of the DJHC burner is presented in Fig. 1 and consisted of a central239

primary fuel jet with 4.5 mm inner diameter, surrounded by an annular coflow of diameter 82.8 mm. The coflow240

stream was generated by a partially premixed combustion of the same fuel. A series of experiments with several fuel241
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Figure 1: Schematic design of the Delft Jet-in-Hot-Coflow burner [7].

mass flow rates, and different types of coflow varied by oxygen content, temperature and mass flow rate, were carried242

out by Oldenhof et al. [7]. In the present modeling study, the flame denoted as DJHC-I-S [7, 27] was considered243

with three different fuel mass flow rates resulting in jet Reynolds numbers of 2500, 4100 and 8800 (see Table 1). The244

composition of the Dutch natural gas was specified as 15 % N2, 81 % CH4, 4 % C2H6 (by volume), with coflow flue245

gases considered as products of its combustion with oxygen content of 7 % and the remaining species calculated with246

an equilibrium assumption as suggested by De et al. [27] (6 % CO2, 12 % H2O, 74.5 % N2 by volume and other minor247

species, including OH).248

In the simulations of AJHC burner, Christo and Dally [18] and Frassoldati et al. [67] pointed out that the numerical249

solution was sensitive to the turbulence level at the inlets. However, they did not have access to the experimental250

inlet data and had to perform cold flow simulations inside the burner [18] or use pre-inlet pipe [67] and make some251

adjustments of the turbulence quantities to obtain correct jet spreading rate. Thus variations of k of two orders of252

magnitude had significant meaning.253

The inlet boundary conditions for temperature and velocity profiles were taken from experimental data measured254

at locations 3 mm above the jet exit. The turbulence kinetic energy profile was calculated from the measured axial and255

Table 1: Characteristics of the DJHC-I flames with different Reynolds numbers for the fuel jet and coflow streams.

Fuel jet Coflow

Jet Reynolds number Tmin [K] Umax [m/s] V̇ [normal l/min] Tmax [K] Umax [m/s] V̇ [normal l/min]
2500 460 25.5 10.7 1536 4.9 240.1
4100 448 33.9 16.1 1540 4.6 240.1
8800 462 56.8 30.0 1538 4.9 240.1
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radial normal components of the Reynolds stresses, while assuming that the azimuthal component w̃′w′ was equal to256

the radial ṽ′v′, as proposed by De et al. [27]. The inlet mean turbulence energy dissipation rate profile was estimated257

by assuming that it was equal to the turbulence energy production. Alternatively, this method can be extended even258

if the Reynolds stresses are unknown, using expressions for k and ε derived by Lewandowski et al. [68]. For the tunnel259

air no detailed measurements were available, thus the uniform values of temperature and velocity equal to 293 K and260

0.5 m/s were taken, respectively.261

It is worth mentioning that a recently presented new MILD combustion definition, based on an equivalent activation262

energy [69] and further observations [70], suggested that DJHC flames do not fully meet criteria for MILD combustion.263

However, the classical definition [4] is fully satisfied, as the inlet temperature of the reactant mixture is higher than264

mixture self-ignition temperature and the increase in the temperature during the combustion is low. An oxygen content265

in the coflow stream below 8 % also places said flames in the MILD combustion regime, as suggested e.g. by Sidey266

and Mastorakos [71].267

4. Numerical simulation268

The most popular numerical code with implementation of EDC seems to be Ansys Fluent [55], which has a huge269

advantage of use of the ISAT algorithm [72] to accelerate the calculations. However, the graphical user interface allows270

to configure the model only through the Cγ and Cτ constants. On the other hand, the open source computational271

code OpenFOAM, which became a favorable choice in the academic community, has a huge potential in the industrial272

applications as well. We have used two OpenFOAM solvers edcPisoFoam and edcSimpleSMOKE. We have assessed273

and verified them with Ansys Fluent and obtained a relatively good agreement in the resuls between all the codes.274

Some discrepancies in the velocity distributions due to the turbulence modeling were observed. This was evidenced by275

a different jet spreading rate in the results from Ansys Fluent and OpenFOAM. Also the turbulence Reynolds number276

in case of Ansys Fluent was higher than in OpenFOAM. It was observed that the character of fEDC distribution in277

the two codes was very similar but the values were always slightly higher in case of Ansys Fluent. This resulted in278

somewhat higher temperature values when the latter code was used. Nevertheless, most of the further investigations279

have been carried out with the modified edcPisoFoam solver. In order to obtain a proper flow field, we have first280

focused on accurate turbulence closure approaches and have assessed six versions of the k–ε model run in the case281

of DJHC at Re = 4100. Several variants of the model were tested: standard [57], modified Cε1 [73], realizable [74],282

Renormalization Group (RNG) [65], Launder and Sharma [75] and Pope [76]. It is a widely used practice to modify283

value of Cε1 to 1.6 for a round jet. The reason behind this is over-predicting the decay rate and the spreading rate284

of a round jet flow [77] in the standard formulation. The version of Launder and Sharma and that with modified Cε1285

highly over-predicted the velocities in the central positions of the jet, while suddenly under-predicting it in the outer286

part of the jet and giving a good agreements with the experiment in the outer coflow region. The former is a low287

Reynolds number model, however, developed for the purposes of the near wall region modeling. It seemed not to work288

well in cases of jet flames with a low turbulence Reynolds number. It should be noted that round jets accompanied289

by a strong coflow are likely to have a longer potential core [78]. In case of DJHC flames this fact was pointed out290

in [68]. Nathan et al. [79] reported that besides the known effect of the jet entrainment decrease due to combustion,291

the presence of the coflow additionally enhances this reduction. Moreover, the coflow also reduces the mean spreading292

rate and the decay of jet centerline velocity. This effect, together with the reported observation that the decay rate293

reduces with the decreased jet Reynolds number, could be responsible for the fact that the Cε1 correction seems not294

to be applicable to (at least), the two DJHC flames with lower Reynolds number. For the case of Re = 4100 there295

were only small differences between the distributions obtained with the standard, realizable and RNG k–ε model, from296
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which, however, the standard version of the model appeared to give the most satisfactory results. This observation297

was consistent with Labahn et al. [31], who also used OpenFOAM. Therefore, for further investigations of flames with298

the jet Reynolds number 2500 and 4100 the standard formulation of k–ε was used (see Fig. 2). However, for the case299

with the higher Reynolds number of 8800, some turbulence model adjustment was needed. For that purpose we found300

the Pope correction [76] to be the most appropriate. Thus, for the simulations of the higher Reynolds number case we301

modified the ε equation by adding the term as proposed in [76]. For the clarity Fig. 2 shows only the results obtained302

with the standard k–ε, modifed Cε1 and the Pope correction.303

In MILD combustion, due to the diluted conditions, radiative fluxes can be significantly different from conventional304

combustion processes. Therefore, proper radiation modeling would be desired. However, Christo and Dally [18]305

presented that there was no noticeable effect on the solution of AJHC flame with the use of discrete ordinate (DO)306

radiation model [80] in conjunction with WSGGM. De et al. [27] also checked the DO method as well as the P1307

radiation model in the case of DJHC and reported that the maximum temperature difference between the calculations308

with and without radiation effects was about 50 K. This observation was also confirmed in our calculations with Ansys309

Fluent. In the current study we wanted to focus on the impact of the EDC model parameters. Therefore the effect of310

radiation was of secondary importance, and the further simulations were performed without taking it into account.311

Christo and Dally [18] reported that differential diffusion effects played an important role in MILD combustion312

regime. They were, however, considering AJHC burner, which was fueled with a mixture containing a considerable313

amount of hydrogen. In case of the present study, the DJHC burner was fueled with the Dutch natural gas with no314

hydrogen. De et al. [27] reported negligible effects of differential diffusion. Therefore, in our simulations the diffusion315

coefficient was set equal for all species, Di = 2.88 · 10−5m2/s. The molecular viscosity was calculated according to the316

Sutherland law. Turbulence Prandtl and Schmidt numbers were set to 0.85 and 0.72, respectively. The gravitational317

acceleration was taken into account for the vertical momentum equations in all the simulations, as it was especially318

important in the coflow region.319

In all the simulations, the DRM19 chemical mechanism [81] was used. This is a reduced reaction set based on320

GRI-Mech 1.2, comprising 19 species and 84 reactions. It is noted that there is some discussion on whether standard321

chemical mechanisms can be used for MILD combustion, as they are required to work outside the conditions for their322

optimization [82, 83]. Ongoing research aims at reliable models for MILD combustion chemistry. Alternatively, existing323

models might be improved, cf. Tu et al. [84]. However, the DRM19 mechanism appeared to perform sufficiently well324

in previous studies of the DJHC flame [27, 85].325

A computational domain was set up similar to the one in the study of De et al. [27]. An axisymmetric two-326

dimensional configuration was used. Inlet conditions as described in Section 3 were derived from experimental data327

measured 3 mm above the jet exit. Therefore, the grid began at this location and extended 225 mm in axial and 80328

mm in radial direction. A grid independence study of five different mesh sizes (9000, 10800, 16200, 22500 and 45000329

cells) allowed us to use the grid that consisted of 180 cells in axial direction and 60 cells in radial directions (10 for330

the fuel inlet, 35 for the coflow and 15 for the ambient air). OpenFOAM used a collocated grid arrangement with331

the Rhie-Chow interpolation [86]. The PISO algorithm for the pressure-velocity coupling and second-order accuracy332

schemes were used for spatial discretization. The edcPisoFoam solver was designed for transient problems but, since we333

were aiming at a steady-state solution, we used a first-order implicit Euler method for the time derivative. Integration334

of the stiff ordinary differential equations of the perfectly stirred reactor was performed with the RADAUA5 algorithm335

[87]. Results are plotted against experimental data [7] with RMS values as the “error bars” for the temperature336

distributions.337
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Figure 2: The axial profiles of the mean streamwise velocity for the flame DJHC-I at Re = 2500 (red), Re = 4100 (green) and Re = 8800
(blue). Symbols represent the experimental data and lines represent simulations obtained with the three variants of the k–ε model. In the
first plot, results of Re = 2500 and Re = 4100 were obtained with the standard k–ε model, whereas for the case Re = 8800 Pope correction
was applied.

5. Results and discussion338

5.1. Impact of the EDC formulation339

As discussed in Section 2.4, several ways of formulating EDC exist in the literature, among which some are not340

fully consistent with the theory. In Table 2 nine different formulations are reported according to the EDC factor fEDC341

(Eq. (7)), PSR inlet value and the limit of γλ. The numbers 1 and 2 in the case identifiers denote formulation of EDC342

according to Magnussen [14] and Gran and Magnussen [13], respectively. Cases with a character A concern situations343

when the surroundings values of species mass fractions were used as the inlet values to the PSR and γλ needed to344

fulfill a trivial requirement γλ < 1 which was discussed in Section 2.4. In the Cases B, the mean values of species345

mass fractions were used as the PSR inlet, and γλ was clipped for values higher than 0.7 and 0.75 (for Cases 1 and 2,346

respectively), according to Eqs. (23) and (21) (with χ = 1). Cases D and E are other combinations, namely; mean347

values were used as the PSR inlet, and no γλ clipping was applied for Cases D. For Cases E, surroundings values were348

used as the PSR inlet, and clipping of γλ was applied. Case C was formulated so that the mean reaction rate was349

derived again taking into account the use of the mean value as the inflow to the steady PSR, so that the denominator350

(1− γ∗χ) was not present in the EDC factor fEDC. The other cases applied Eq. (7).351

In Fig. 3 Cases A1, A2, B1 and B2 are compared to show the impact on temperature due to the differences in352
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reaction rates obtained with the formulation of Magnussen [14] and Gran and Magnussen [13] as discussed in Section353

2.4 and expressed in Eq. (18). As predicted there were no differences between Cases A1 and A2, yet there were354

discrepancies between Cases D1 and D2 showing that the formulation of Magnussen [14] slightly over-predicted the355

reaction rate only in the case when the mean value was used as the inflow condition. Interesting is the fact that Case356

C gave better results than the previous cases.357

Case B2 represents the implementation used in Ansys Fluent with the formulation of Gran and Magnussen [13],358

the mean value as the PFR initial condition and clipping γλ < 0.75. As presented in Section 2.4, and reported by359

Shiehnejadhesar et al. [49], solution of ODE in the form of PSR and PFR returns comparable results, so this difference360

can be treated as negligible. However, the impact of mean value initial/inflow condition and clipping should be361

taken into account. To distinguish the two effects, the additional Cases D (inflow) and E (clipping) were performed.362

Temperature results from Cases A2, B2, D2 and E2 (with formulation of Gran and Magnussen [13]) are summarized363

in Fig. 4. If we compare now temperatures in Case A2 and D2, we can see that not only the temperature is higher364

in case D2 but observed is also a large decrease in a lift-off height as evidenced by a temperature peak in tha radial365

distribution at position z = 15 mm. That confirms a higher reaction rate if the mean value is used and presents its366

separated impact on the results. Comparison of Cases A2 and E2 provided information on the impact of clipping γλ,367

which significantly reduced the maximum temperature. Therefore, we can expect that the two combined effects may368

give something in between. This was confirmed by the results of Case B2. Yet it can be observed that the effect of369

clipping was much stronger than the effect of inflow condition.370

5.2. Reacting fraction χ371

In this section the influence of the reacting fraction χ is discussed, cf. Eqs. (4) and (6). The unity value of χ was372

shown [13] to give approximately the same results as with the use of functional expressions in the case of a bluff-body373

stabilized diffusion flame. This practice is simpler to implement, and setting χ = 1 has been widely adopted for use of374

EDC with detailed chemistry. Gran and Magnussen [13] presented that the fraction of fine structures where reactions375

occur is a product of the probability of coexistence of the reactants. In cases of a non-stoichiometric local mixture and376

of incompleted reactions, the value of χ will be less than unity. It also includes some effects of Reτ .377

Moreover, Evans et al. [70] recently presented effects of oxidant stream composition on non-premixed laminar flames378

with heated and diluted coflows to provide insight into the chemical structure of flames in MILD conditions. They379

concluded that the intensity of MILD reaction zones was strongly dependent on the coflow composition. It concerned380

especially concentrations of CO2 and equilibrium OH, which influenced different chemical pathways. The effect of381

reduced reactivity due to increased concentration of CO2 in the AJHC flames emulating MILD conditions was also382

Table 2: Different formulations of the EDC reaction rate; 1 denotes formulation of Magnussen [14], 2 denotes formulation of Gran and
Magnussen [13] and Case C corresponds to EDC factor equal to fEDC = ρ̄γ2λṁ

∗. Calculations were performed with edcPisoFoam solver.

case fEDC PSR inlet value γλ <
A1 γ∗ = γ2λ surroundings, Y ok 1
A2 γ∗ = γ3λ surroundings, Y ok 1

B1 γ∗ = γ2λ mean, Ỹk 0.7

B2 γ∗ = γ3λ mean, Ỹk 0.75

C fEDC = ρ̄γ2λṁ
∗ mean, Ỹk 1

D1 γ∗ = γ2λ mean, Ỹk 1

D2 γ∗ = γ3λ mean, Ỹk 1
E1 γ∗ = γ2λ surroundings, Y ok 0.7
E2 γ∗ = γ3λ surroundings, Y ok 0.75
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Figure 3: The temperature distribution for the flame DJHC-I-S Re = 4100 for the centerline and the radial positions; 15 mm, 90 mm and
120 mm downstream of the nozzle. Comparison of simulations performed in the formulation of Magnussen [14] with Gran and Magnussen
[13] in two cases: when mean or surrounding value is used as the inflow condition to the PSR. The fifth simulation represents the case
when the mean value is used but the factor (1 − γλ)−1 is not introduced.

reported earlier by Tu et al. [46], who used EDC with modified constants. In this case, the observed effect was also383

caused mainly by the chemistry, with some minor influence of physical properties of carbon dioxide.384

It is useful to analyze the impact of χ as it reduces the overall reaction rates by decreasing the reaction rates in385

the fine structures. Figure 5 shows results obtained with selected constant values of χ varying from 1.0 to 0.5. It is386

clearly seen that with the decreased value of χ, the temperatures were reduced as well. It is worth noticing that every387

value of χ lower than unity contributes to vanishing the temperature peak in the radial distribution at location 30 mm388

and, accordingly, every value lower than 0.9 at the location 60 mm. In this case, values of χ ≤ 0.5 led to extinction of389

the flame. Apparently, the unity value of χ was not appropriate for this case. The task remains to figure out whether390

the formulation of [12, 14] or [13] will be sufficient or if, for instance, including a relation to the Damköhler number391

(cf. Parente et al. [20]) will improve the model.392

It should be noted, that the expressions of χ in Eqs. (9)-(11) are functions of γλ. Thus, the clipping of γλ mentioned393

above will have an impact on χ. Without clipping, the lift-off height increased substantially. The radial profile of394

temperature was lowered significantly in the upstream part of the jet, but less in the downstream part (z > 120 mm).395

The approach of a variable χ calculated without limit on γλ (Eqs. (9)-(11)), although clipping γλ to 0.7 when used in396

the EDC factor (Eq. 7), was found to be the most appropriate. Radial distributions of the factors of χ at the location397

z = 90 mm are presented in Fig. 6(left). First, it is clearly seen that the value of χ3 was constant and equal to one398
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Figure 4: The temperature distribution for the flame DJHC-I-S Re = 4100 for the centerline and the radial positions; 15 mm, 90 mm and
120 mm downstream of the nozzle. Comparison of simulations performed in the formulation of Gran and Magnussen [13] in four cases:
when mean or surrounding value is used as the inflow condition to the PSR, with and without clipping of γλ value.

across the flame. This is reasonable from Eq. (11), as for high values of γλ, Ŷmin rarely is higher than ŶP. The factor399

χ2 can have a value lower than unity when γλ is above 0.5, while ŶP is less than Ŷmin by a factor of γλ/(1 − γλ).400

The behavior of χ1 is different as it achieves unity value only at the location of stoichiometry, Ŷmin = ŶF = ŶO, and401

everywhere else it is lower than that. It formed a sharp peak value as seen in Fig. 6 (left).402

The grid independence study (Section 4) was performed with the simulation where χ = 1. However, for a variable403

χ a finer mesh may be needed. Accordingly, simulations with variable χ were repeated on the 45000 cell grid (denoted404

as M2). Additionally, values of χ1 were forced to unity when |ŶF − ŶO| < 0.01, in order to ensure a proper peak.405

Using variable χ effectively decreased the temperature for the cases considered, although for the flame at Re=8800, the406

improvement was less significant. Results of the simulations with the formulation of Magnussen [14] with χ = 1, and407

of simulations with variable χ are presented in Fig. 6 (right) for the radial position z=90 mm. The results obtained408

with variable χ are presented together with other approaches in Fig. 7 and discussed in the next section.409

5.3. Comparison of selected approaches on the two flow conditions410

Finally, we compared the proposed and discussed approaches on the basis of the three jet Reynolds numbers 2500,411

4100 and 8800. We compared simulations with few different settings. The reference simulation, denoted as BFM2005,412

applied the formulation as in Case A1, i.e. that of Magnussen [14] with the use of surroundings value as inlet to PSR,413
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Figure 5: The temperature distribution for the flame DJHC-I-S Re = 4100 for the axial positions; 15 mm, 30 mm, 60 mm and 120 mm
downstream of the nozzle. The results present the effect of gradual decrease in the value of reacting fraction of the fine structures χ.
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Figure 6: The radial distribution of the reacting fraction χ at the location z = 90 mm for the flame DJHC-I-S at Re=4100 on the finer
grid M2 (left) and the radial distribution of temperature for the formulation of Magnussen [14] with χ = 1 and with the variable value of

χ (right). Right axis on right plots concerns distribution of ŶF, ŶO and ŶP.

standard set of constants giving Cγ = 2.1377, Cτ = 0.4082 and γλ < 1 with χ = 1. Simulations with any of the above414

parameters changed are denoted by a relevant caption in the legend of Figs. 7 - 10.415
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From the analysis presented in Section 5.1, it is interesting to note that clipping too high values of γλ had a strong416

effect on the decrease of reaction rate. It can be compared to the approach of changing Cγ , as in both cases the actual417

value of γλ is decreased. A lower value of Cγ leads to lower values of γλ everywhere in the domain, whereas clipping γλ418

at some point, corresponding to the certain turbulence Reynolds number, allows calculating the reaction rate as if the419

flow was more turbulent than it really is. Both methods prevent using too high values of γλ, yet the clipping seems to420

be more general as it affects the model only when approaching low turbulence Reynolds number. Thus, the method of421

clipping γλ can be presented as an alternative to the simulations with modified Cγ constant. These approaches were422

set together with the variable reacting fraction χ of the fine structures (cf. Section 5.2).423

Both a decrease in χ and in Cγ reduce the reaction rate, hence lead to lower temperatures. It is noticeable that424

only the results obtained with the variable χ provided no peak temperature at the radial location z=30 mm and425

z=60 mm. For the case of Re=4100 at the location z=120 mm, the variable χ provided very good agreement with426

the experiment. However, for the higher Reynolds number case some temperature over-estimation was still observed427

downstream the flame. Nevertheless, all selected approaches led to more or less decrease in the temperature, and428

the effects of the discussed modifications were visible and consistent in both flames. This can be observed in Fig. 7,429

where radial temperature distributions are presented in the locations of 30, 60 and 120 mm downstream the nozzle430

for the two flow conditions. The biggest departures of simulation results from the experiments were observed for the431

radial distribution at the location 120 mm in the case of Re=8800. At that location, simulations with Cγ = 1.0 and432

variable χ again provided the best agreement with the experiment, yet with the maximum value higher by over 200433

K. However, it was observed that when using Cγ = 1.0, the OH concentration downstream the flame was lower than434

upstream the jet. It can also be observed that the effect of Cγ and γλ correction was comparable in the locations435

closer to the nozzle. Further downstream, temperature results with modified Cγ were closer to those of the variable χ.436

Distributions of major species mass fraction are presented in Fig. 8, although the experimental data are not available.437

The relative comparison between the different modeling cases can be made, and for the major species conclusions can438

be drawn similar to those of the analysis of the temperature results. With the use of variable χ significant decrease of439

OH peak was observed, which comparing to the Adelaide JHC flames simulations [20, 67] is a correct trend.440

Additionally, the lift-off occurrence was investigated with the OH radical mass fraction as an indicator of the441

ignition region. Figure 9 shows contours of OH mass fraction for five approaches applied on the two flames. The lift-off442

heights presented in Fig. 10 were determined as the axial distances form the nozzle where the mass fraction of OH443

increased over 2.8 × 10−4 [30]. The trend of decrease in lift-off height with increased jet Reynolds number discussed444

by Oldenhof et al. [7] and De et al. [27], was observed in all the variants for the medium and high Reynolds number445

cases. The formulation of Magnussen [14] with χ = 1 highly under-predicted the lift-off height, and the modification446

in Cγ or clipping of γλ did not influence this effect as strongly as they did in case of reduction of temperature. Better447

predictions were obtained with changed values of reacting fraction of the fine structures, χ. However, it should be noted448

that proper relations between the lift-off height in the two flames were obtained when the value of χ was lower in case449

of the lower jet Reynolds number. When the contours of OH mean mass fraction were compared to the RMS values450

of the OH-fluorescence signal in the flame stabilization region (Fig. 7 in Oldenhof et al. [7]), the best agreements were451

obtained in the cases where χ = 0.6 for the flame DJHC-I at Re = 2500, χ = 0.8 for the flame DJHC-I at Re = 4100452

and χ = 0.9 for the flame DJHC-I at Re = 8800. Also the differences between the three lift-off heights were predicted453

correctly only in these cases. This indicated dependency of χ on Reτ (through γλ). On the other hand, it can be seen454

in Figs. 5 and 7 that the above values of χ did not sufficiently decrease the temperature values. This problem might455

be solved with proper capture of the radiation effects or, additionally, with the modified or limited value of γλ for low456

Reynolds number flows and accounting for the oxygen dilution. In this context the use of variable χ seems to be the457

most optimal choice, as it provided the best temperature results and relatively good predictions of lift-off heights at458
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Figure 7: The radial temperature distribution for the flame DJHC-I-S Re = 4100 (left) and DJHC-I-S Re = 8800 (right) obtained with
edcPisoFoam, with the five approaches of EDC at the axial positions; 30 mm, 60 mm and 120 mm downstream of the nozzle.
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Figure 8: The radial CO2, H2O and OH distribution for the flame DJHC-I-S Re = 4100 (left) and DJHC-I-S Re = 8800 (right) obtained
with edcPisoFoam, with the five approaches of EDC at the axial position z = 60 mm. No experimental data available.
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Figure 9: Contours of mass fraction of OH radicals for the flame DJHC-I-S Re = 4100 (left) and Re = 8800 (right) with the five approaches:
the formulation of Magnussen [14] with χ = 1, with changed Cγ constant, clipped value of γλ and with set value of reacting fraction χ.
Note that the scale is different for every contour map.

the same time. However, the exact values of lift-off height were captured correctly for the case with medium Reynolds459

number, slightly overestimated for the high Reynolds number and it was underestimated for the low Reynolds number.460

6. Conclusions461

We have presented and discussed several factors that influence calculation of the reaction rate by the Eddy Dissi-462

pation Concept in the context of MILD combustion regime. The conditions of moderately low turbulence Reynolds463

number seem to play a crucial role for the reported temperature over-prediction by the EDC model. Considering464

the Perfectly Stirred Reactor model for the description of the fine structures in the detailed chemistry approach, the465

distinction between the surrounding and mean value of the mass fraction as the inflow condition to the reactor is466

meaningful. When the mean instead of surrounding value (as implemented, e.g., by Ansys Fluent) is used, the reac-467

tion rate increases with decreasing of turbulence Reynolds number. Moreover, the use of the mean value as the inflow468

value causes a difference in predictions by the formulations of Magnussen [14] and of Gran and Magnussen [13], so469

that the former gives a slightly higher reaction rate.470

The strongly modified values of the secondary constants found in literature were considered and discussed in471

the context of the experiments they were originally derived for. Indeed, modification of the constants improves the472

predictions but has certain shortcomings. We have pointed out, that strongly modified EDC constants may lead to473

inconsistency with the turbulence models that are used. The discussion in Section 2.5 also showed that several groups474

of researchers proposed different adjusted set of EDC constants, which were sometimes contradictory to each other.475

This observation is rather persuading that there is no optimal set of EDC constants for MILD combustion in general.476
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Figure 10: Lift-off heights position estimated based on OH radicals as a reaction zone indicator for the flames at three jet Reynolds number
conditions. Symbols (•) represent experimental values of first occurrence of RMS of the OH-fluorescence signal in the flame stabilization
region from [7]. Other symbols represent respective values obtained based on the mean mass fractions for the five different simulations.

This means that any EDC modifications aiming at extending its applicability to the MILD regime should capture the477

effects of low turbulence Reynolds number and slow chemistry by some functional expressions.478

Low turbulence Reynolds number may require modification to the modeled fraction of the fine-structures regions,479

γλ. The simplest alternative is to introduce clipping at a certain value. The effect of change in the value of the480

secondary constant Cγ can be compared to clipping of the γλ. Changing the constant affects the whole spectrum481

of Reτ , whereas clipping affects only the flow at the very low values of Reτ . In this way the effect of reaction rate482

over-estimation is suppressed in the case of low turbulence Reynolds numbers, and the model is unchanged in other483

conditions with higher turbulence. Thus, in this approach, generality is preserved.484

In most (or all) studies where modifications to the EDC constants are suggested, the fraction of reacting fine485

structures χ is set to unity. In the original EDC, this fraction is less than unity for low turbulence Reynolds numbers,486

for non-stoichiometric mixtures and for incomplete reactions. All these features apply locally to MILD combustion.487

As presented, a convenient approach to overcome the problem of too high reaction rate is the use of variable reacting488

fraction of the fine structures, χ as formulated in the original EDC by Magnussen. This is reasonable in MILD489

combustion, where the reaction zone is much broader and the fine structures occupy a large part of the space, and490

chemical pathways are affected by a coflow stream composition. We have presented the sensitivity of the EDC on this491

parameter and its effect on the temperature distribution and the prediction of lift-off height.492

As all the proposed solutions decrease the temperature effectively, only the modified values of χ properly represent493

behavior of the lift-off in the context of the three flow conditions. We have presented that the approach of globally494

changed values and dynamically calculated local values of χ correctly reproduced experimental trends. The presented495

features of EDC revealed new approaches how to deal with over-predicted reaction rates by this model in MILD496

combustion regime.497
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